BEYOND THE GATES:

PEEK OF THE WEEK
Issue 1 ~ June 1-5, 2020

SAFARI EDITION!
Dear Camp Boggy Creek Family,

JUST FOR FUN
1. Which day do lions eat the most?
2. What do you call an egg that goes on a safari?
3. What is the biggest type of ant seen on a
safari?

Welcome to your FIRST edition of Beyond the
Gates: Peek of the Week. It's Safari Week here at
the Creek! We are so excited to deliver Camp
Boggy Creek to you this summer. This newsletter
contains fun safari activities to make you feel like
you’re at your home away from home, or jungle,
right in the comfort of your home. Get excited to
share the Camp Boggy Creek spirit with those
around you. It’s going to be an incredible
adventure!
Hey, Camp Boggy Creek, how do you feel?!?
Need a refresher?
B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O, 1-2-3, 1-2-3
Miss-clap-miss-clap-miss-clap. Huh!

Answers are on the back!

CABIN CHAT
Cabin chats are a way to share our experiences
and build a sense of connection with others. We
encourage you to talk about your responses with
someone you are living with, or call a friend to
discuss.
Here are a couple of things to remember for cabin
chats: 1. Some people might not want their
answers shared with other people outside the
cabin chat. Be mindful of what you're sharing. 2.
Please give appropriate responses to what others
are sharing. Only laugh if something is intended to
be funny. We want to respect our Cabin Chat
buddies.
1. If you had a conversation
with a pet or animal, what
would you talk about?
2. What is one new thing you
tried today?

WHERE ON CAMP?
You and all of your friends are putting on some of
your favorite costumes, hats, and props. Getting
the chance to become one of your favorite animals
for a Jungle Safari skit. Or perhaps performing a
song and dancing to your favorite jam. Or maybe
you want to watch and cheer on everyone who is
performing. This is the spot where all of these
magical opportunities happen. Do you recognize
it?

SAFARI LET'S SING!
SCAVENGER
SEARCH

TARZAN
(a “repeat-after-me” song with motions)

Hey, all you safari explorers! There
are many exciting things to find
in your home or looking out of the
window. Can you find all of these
items? Be creative - lots of things
can qualify for each!
Find something that...

Reminds you of the jungle
Is purple
Has four legs
Is at least three feet long
Puts a smile on your face
Can hold other things
Has five or more colors on it
Is used to bake
Could be brought on a safari
adventure
Starts with the first letter of
your name
Is round
Has wheels
Has buttons
Is an animal
You wear on your feet
Can be used as an
instrument (and make some
music!)

Tarzan,
Was swinging from a rubber band,
Crashed into a frying pan,
Ouch, that hurts
Now Tarzan has a tan,
and I hope it doesn't peel!
Like a banana!
Jane,
Was flying in an aeroplane,
Crashed into a freeway lane,
Ouch, that hurts
Now Jane has a pain,
Now Tarzan has a tan,
and I hope it doesn't peel!
Like a banana!
Cheeta,
Was dancing to the beat-a,
Crashed into the street-a
Ouch, that hurts
Now cheetah is Velveeta,
Now Jane has a pain,
Now Tarzan has a tan,
and I hope it doesn't peel!
Like a banana!
Rhonda,
Was driving in her Honda,
Crashed into the pond-a,
Ouch, that hurts
Now Rhonda has no Honda,
Now Cheeta is Velveeta,
Now Jane has a pain,
Now Tarzan has a tan,
and I hope it doesn't peel!
Like a banana!

Just for Fun answers: 1. Chewsday 2. An eggs-plorer
3. An eleph-ant
Where on Camp answer: the theater!

